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MODA

“Every piece of interior design should be
harmonious, artful and authentic. Its
inspiration could come from anywhere
around the globe, but ultimately it must
bring a sense of relaxed belonging.
And when looking for a door versatile
enough to belong in any home,

START WITH CORINTHIAN.”
SALLY KLOPPER
SALLY CAROLINE INTERIOR DESIGN
PMOD9
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THE MODA
COLLECTION

Simplicity and strength combine to
create doors that are perfect for an array
of architectural designs.
The Moda Collection is based on the aesthetic
principles of the Shakers, a classic American style
that pares designs down to their bare essentials.
The range features 24 designs with horizontal and
vertical rails that will match the lines of any interior.
So understated elegance starts with Corinthian.

PMOD12
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TIMELESS STARTS WITH CORINTHIAN
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FOLLOW
THE FLOW
Great interior design is a series of
considered, repeated decisions.
Each space should have a theme that is stated and
then restated over and over again. A door is the
obvious way to begin that statement. With this one
choice, an architectural idea is established.
For example, a pristine white door with a dark
handle and hinges can serve as a dramatic clue
to all that awaits inside.

PMOD20
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DESIGN STARTS WITH CORINTHIAN
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BE INSPIRED
Simple designs act as a blank canvas.
Clean lines and minimal adornments are an
invitation to add your own personal style to a
space. They don’t overpower or dictate a specific
look; instead, they work in harmony with a wide
range of designs. From ultra-modern and austere
right through to the elegant or eclectic, a timeless
piece of design will be right at home.

top row, left to right:
Country Rustic PMOD10
Taubmans Abracadabra.
Industrial PMOD18
Dulux Green Turquoise.
Bold Contemporary PMOD14
Taubmans Admiral Blue.
bottom row, left to right:
Eclectic PMOD11
Dulux Elusive Mauve.
Coastal PMOD8
Dulux Berkshire White.
Modern Designer PMOD17
Taubmans Mountain Range.
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INSPIRATION STARTS WITH CORINTHIAN
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EXPRESS
YOURSELF
Colours.
It’s hard to overstate how much colour affects the
tone of any interior space. And a door is your first
chance to set the mood for what’s to come. Whether
warmth is the goal, or perhaps a cool sophistication,
choose your shade and then follow its lead.

Finishing.
Each door in the Moda Collection is factory-primed
on all sides and edges. As a result, they deliver a
superior finish with any paint sheen, whether matt,
semi-gloss or full gloss. For perfect results, just
apply two coats of the paint of your choice.
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PMOD2

PMOD25 (MIRROR)

PMOD6

PMOD16

PMOD13GC

PMOD4

PMOD24

PMOD22GT
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SMALL
TOUCHES,
BIG
IMPRESSIONS

DESIGNS TO
MATCH YOUR
MOOD
Depending on your requirements, a door can be
used to conceal or reveal. Light can be invited into

Door Furniture.
Door furniture is tactile design, made to be
touched, and the first physical experience anyone
will have with your room. So heft and hand-feel
matter just as much as style. Choose pieces that
clearly state with your theme and work in harmony

a space to lend a welcoming warmth. Alternatively,
you may want to create a sealed sanctuary.
Regardless, the Moda Collection will have a door
to suit, offering 24 designs in a range of infill
options – MDF, MDF Mirror Backed, Clear Glass
and Translucent Glass.

with your door’s dimensions.

left to right: PMOD16GC glazed clear,
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PMOD16GT glazed translucent, PMOD16 MDF infill.

Moda door styles available in MDF infill, clear glass and translucent glass.

THE
RIGHT FIT

Construction.

Architrave.

Moda Doors feature solid construction to improve

When seeing something special, often people’s first

their thermal and acoustic properties. They employ

thought is ‘you should frame it’. Complementing

the stile and rail technique, where a recessed panel

your door with a carefully proportioned and

of either MDF or glass is captured within a sturdy

purposely styled architrave will lift your design up a

frame. The doors are then factory primed on all sides

notch. Select from our wide range to complement

Door installation doesn’t have to be hard work.

and edges, including the intermediate rails, to create

your chosen door and interior style.

Corinthian’s Pre-Hung Door System comes complete

a beautifully smooth surface for painting.

Architrave is not available in WA.

Door Frame.

PMOD1
PMOD1GC
PMOD1GT

PMOD2
PMOD2GC
PMOD2GT

PMOD3
PMOD3GC
PMOD3GT

PMOD4
PMOD4GC
PMOD4GT

PMOD5
PMOD5GC
PMOD5GT

PMOD6
PMOD6GC
PMOD6GT

PMOD8
PMOD8GC
PMOD8GT

PMOD9
PMOD9GC
PMOD9GT

PMOD10
PMOD10GC
PMOD10GT

PMOD11
PMOD11GC
PMOD11GT

PMOD12
PMOD12GC
PMOD12GT

PMOD13
PMOD13GC
PMOD13GT

PMOD14
PMOD14GC
PMOD14GT

PMOD15
PMOD15GC
PMOD15GT

PMOD16
PMOD16GC
PMOD16GT

PMOD17
PMOD17GC
PMOD17GT

PMOD18
PMOD18GC
PMOD18GT

PMOD19
PMOD19GC
PMOD19GT

PMOD20
PMOD20GC
PMOD20GT

PMOD21
PMOD21GC
PMOD21GT

PMOD22
PMOD22GC
PMOD22GT

PMOD23
PMOD23GC
PMOD23GT

PMOD24
PMOD24GC
PMOD24GT

PMOD25
(MIRROR)

with everything you need. Pre-machined and
pre-matched hinge positions on both the frame and the
door provide for a perfect match during installation.
Stile and rail construction

Square fitting rails

Door Sizes.
Heights: 2040, 2340mm
Widths: 520*, 620, 720, 770*, 820, 870*, 920mm
Thickness: 35mm
Rail Widths: 50, 92mm
Mirror: 4mm mirror
*Size not available in glazed clear and translucent infill.
Note: PMOD18, PMOD19, PMOD20 and PMOD21 door designs are not available in
2040/2340mm x 520/620mm sizes. This applies for all infill options – MDF, Clear and
Translucent Glass. PMOD25 features a 4mm mirror on one side and MDF infill on the other.
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Code Key: PMOD1 (MDF Infill), PMOD1GC (Glazed Clear), PMOD1GT (Glazed Translucent).

